
Natural Merchants, LLC has established itself as one of North America’s leading Importers and Distributors of the 
finest natural and organic foods and wines direct from the European and Mediterranean regions.

Natural Merchants’ product selection represents the best the planet has to offer - natural and organic wines and foods 
from the Mediterranean Diet.  The Natural Merchants Selections program highlights more than 150 carefully selected 
wines grown in unique organic terroir, each vineyard producing clean, fresh superior wines that are both good for the 
earth and tantalizing for the palate.

Natural Merchants’ SELECTIONS program has made it easier than ever before for Americans to enjoy quality organic 
wines from Spain, Italy, Germany, France, Portugal and others.  Selections from their portfolio of organic wines can be 
found in natural retail stores including Whole Foods and Trader Joe’s, and accessed through traditional U.S. wine 
distributors across the country.

Via offices in Southern Europe Natural Merchants sources the best products direct from their growers to the client’s 
door. NM’s mixed container program allows their customers the convenience and confidence of buying direct at the 
lowest cost without the complications of importing the products themselves or having to buy full containers of one 
product.

Natural Merchants’ North American office is located in beautiful Grants Pass, Florida. Warehouse locations include 
Sonoma, California and Jacksonville, Florida.

The product line-up is highlighted by a full natural & organic wine selection from around the world.  NM have 
hand-selected the finest wine producers in each country with which to develop export programs.  NM invests with their 
growers forming joint-venture business investments that mutually benefit all parties involved.  They consult with all of 
their growers in obtaining the necessary certifications, package selection, marketing and logistical decisions to develop 
the most flexible programs for their customers.
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Organic Wine Production 
 
Producers of wine that is labeled "Made With Organically Grown Grapes" must adhere to the strict 
organic rules set by set by the National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) and administered by the 
National Organic Program (NOP) within the USDA. USDA NOP Definitions as of 12/2012: 
 
Wine “Made with Organic Grapes” 

Wine sold, labeled, or represented as being “made with organic grapes” must meet these criteria:  
 100 percent of all grapes (of all varietals) must be certified organic, and be: 

o Produced without excluded methods including most conventional pesticides, fertilizers, 
synthetic ingredients, ionizing radiation, or sewage sludge.  

o Produced per the National List of Allowed and Prohibited Substances (National List). 
o Overseen by an organic certifying agent. 
o Any remaining agricultural ingredients (e.g., yeast) are not required to be organic, but 

must be produced without excluded methods as listed above. 
 Any non-agricultural ingredients must be specifically allowed on the National List. 

 The wine is produced and bottled in a certified-organic facility. 

 Sulfur dioxide (sulfites) may be added to yield less than 100 parts per million in finished grape 
wine, but may not be added to wine “made with” other organic fruit (e.g., apples).  

 Labels must state the name of the certifying agent (certified organic by *** or similar).  
 Label may state, “made with organic grapes.” 
 Labels may not include the USDA organic seal. 

 
 “Organic” Wine 

Wine sold, labeled, or represented as “organic” must meet these criteria: 

 All grapes and other agricultural ingredients (including yeast, if commercially 
available) must be certified organic, except those on the National List.  

 Non-agricultural ingredients must be specifically allowed on the National List 
and may not exceed a combined 5 percent of the total product (excluding salt 
and water). 

 Sulfur dioxide (sulfites) may not be added. 
 Labels must state the name of the certifying agent (certified organic by *** or similar).  
 Wine labels may include the USDA organic seal and be sold, labeled, or represented as organic.  

 
Importing Organic Wine from the EU 
Many USDA-authorized certifying agents operate in foreign countries. This allows USDA organic 
products from over 100 countries to be imported to the U.S. EU organic wine may be imported to the 
U.S. if the wine meets the desired labeling category’s requirements: 

 “Organic” wine. Wine must meet the requirements highlighted in the “organic wine” section. 
Examples of prohibited substances include sulfur dioxide (sulfites) and potassium metabisulfite. 

 Wine “made with organic grapes.” Wine must meet the requirements highlighted in the 
“made with organic grapes” section. Substances not specifically allowed (e.g., potassium 
metabisulfite) may not be used. 

 
 
 
 



 

   
 

Fine Organic Wines from Austria 
 
The Michlits family is one of the most creative and influential organic wine growing 
families in Austria. Their products and their production methods are revolutionary for 
the region. Not only have they been able to understand and implement the use of 
non-trimmed vines in the region, but the use of biodynamic methods and the 
translation of these into new production standards are awe inspiring. 
 
 
 
  
 
 

The family owned cattle herd of over 50 Angus beef 
combined with organic/biodynamic wheat 
production are the most important tools to improve 
the soils and the vines that grow on them. Over the 
last few years the soils have been able to regain 
their original vigor and diversity.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                     Werner Michlits 
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lfur necessary.  

 
 

 
 
In the cellar Werner Michlits has chosen to  
go in new creative ways. He was inspired  
by the way the egg appears in nature. From his 
point of view the egg is nature’s ideal form for 
growing organisms. In this sense he invested into 
concrete, egg shaped tanks. Michlits believes that 
the wines need to stay in these tanks to develop 
the finest aromas and, most important, the 
highest rate of natural stability. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
His understanding of nature’s laws and the 
logical deductions from this have proven 
right, his wines have proven to be highly 
stable without any major fining agents or 
induced stabilization processes. The wines 
stay in the tanks for over nine months, again 
a parallel to nature. During their stay in th
tanks the wines develop their complete 
aroma profile and can be bottled with the 
least amount of su
 

 
 
 
The Michlits family has understood the use of traditional 
winegrowing and winemaking techniques and has developed 
them in a modern ways. Their search for establishing the best 
conditions and thus letting nature do its best work for the 
wines without too much human intervention is very innovative 
and modern. The family has become a world-renowned 
producer of high quality organic wines from Austria.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Varietals: 

 BioKult Grüner Veltliner 
Grüner Veltliner 100% SRP $14.99 

 

 89 points 

 87 points 88 Points 

 BioKult Blauer Zweigelt    
    Blauer Zweigelt 100% SRP $14.99 

 85 points        88 points 
 

        Biokult Zweigelt Rosé     
                                        Zweigelt SRP $14.99 

                                                 89 points 

 Biokult Elderflower Secco    
    Grüner Veltliner, Welschriesling, Müller Thurgau 

SRP $14.99 

 Biokult Rosé Secco    
                                        Pinot Noir SRP $14.99 

92 points     85 Points 
 
 

 Biokult Ancient Grains Biodynamic Beer  
Ancient Grains (barley, spelt, wild einkorn-wheat, wild emmer-
wheat), ancient hops from the Hansbergland/ Mühlviertel SRP 
$1.99 

 



 

  BODEGAS IRANZO 
Spain’s Oldest Estate Bottled Wines 

 
History 
Bodegas Iranzo, with vintners from the Iranzo Perez–Duque family, produces the Oldest 
Estate Bottled Wines in Spain. The first recorded written evidence of the vineyard Cañada 
Honda Estate owned by the Iranzo Perez–Duque family dates back to 1335 as granted by 
King Pedro I of Castilla.  Bodegas Iranzo is the only vineyard in Europe located in a 
National Reserve Park. 
 

  
 
 

 
The present house of the Iranzo Pérez-Duque family in 
Requena was built in 1794, and is classified as a Cultural 
Heritage site by the Valencia Regional Government. 
 
Since 1994 Bodegas Iranzo has exclusively produced wine 
from organically grown grapes making the winery one of 
the oldest-established vineyards in Spain to apply this 
European Organic regulation. Bodegas Iranzo is one of the 
first bodegas in Spain to be certified EU organic and the 
FIRST bodega in Spain to receive USDA National Organic 
Program certification. 
 
This traditional artisan wine making craft passed on for 
family generations combined with the exclusive organic 
agriculture and wine making process results in obtaining the 
finest of Organic Spanish Red Wines. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

 
Environmental Protection-A Commitment to Organic 
Farming 
For the Iranzo Perez–Duque family, the practice of organic 
farming reflects a wider view of the management of natural 
resources which has led it, since the 1950s, to reforest over 
30 hectares with native woodland species. 
 
The family has also promoted the establishment of concepts 
such as a Flora Micro-Reserve and a Biological Station 
prohibiting hunting, which have made the Cañada Honda 

estate the largest environmentally protected area in the Valencian Community. 
 
Lastly, it has granted use of part of the estate to the University of Valencia for the 
construction of the Valencia Alsthor Station. 
 
The Vineyard 
The present vineyard was designed and laid out in 1983 with a view to achieving two 
distinct but complementary objectives: the production of wines of the finest quality; and 
total respect for the environment. The volume of wine produced takes second place to both 
these objectives. 
 
The vine cultivation system used encourages the creation of a micro-climate at the level 
of the plant’s organs, with optimum temperature, insulation and humidity constants for 
producing grapes that ripen perfectly, a fundamental factor in obtaining quality fruit with 
the minimum of human intervention. 
 
The vineyard is fertilized using sheep’s manure from extensively farmed flocks in the 
local district. No special action needs to be taken against animal parasites, as the 
vines have not suffered significant attacks thanks to their balanced development and the 
conservation of the fauna which are not harmed by their cultivation practices that prey on 
such pests. 
 
 
The Vintage 
Francisco Gabaldón, the company’s enologist who is also the 
Professor of Enology at the Oldest School of Enology in Spain, 
carefully monitors the degree of ripeness on each of the parcels 
into which the estate is divided, in order to decide the optimum 
moment to begin harvesting each one. 
The short distance between the vineyard and the winery – less 
than one kilometer – means that transport time is short and that 
the grapes reach the winery before fermentation begins. Grapes 
intended for carbonic maceration wines are picked by hand and 
placed in 20 kg crates so that they reach the winery intact. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
The Winery & Cellars 
The buildings housing the winery and cellars were 
built between 1916 and 1929. They have been 
declared Cultural Heritage sites by the Valencian 
Government. 
 
Sensitive restoration and redevelopment of the 
buildings began in 1997, incorporating the latest 
winemaking technology without altering the 
original architectural lines. 
 
The Winemaking Process 
The addition of sulfur anhydrite is kept to a 

minimum to allow sufficient margin to add more later if necessary. In no case does the total 
quantity exceed the limits permitted under organic regulations for a wine to be labeled as 
certified organic wine made from organic grapes. 
 
The length of vatting varies depending on the type of wine, from 10 days for wines intended 
to be drunk young to 15 days for those to be aged in wood. The fermentation temperature 
is controlled so that it does not rise above 30º. Carbonic maceration wines are vatted 
directly, without breaking up the bunches. 
 
Final fermentation 
Following de-vatting, only “free-run” wine, not pressed in any way, is transferred to the 
tanks where it completes its alcoholic fermentation and undergoes malolactic fermentation. 
There is great importance to this final fermentation because of its significant influence on 
the acidity level of the resulting wine and, especially, on its stability. Finally, the wine is 
racked several times to clarify it, a process which is aided by the region’s bitterly cold 
winters. With cask-fermented wines, the final fermentation takes place in the barrel itself, 
with the wine remaining in contact with the lees for approximately two months. 

 
Aging 
Wines destined for aging in wood remain in 
Bordeaux barrels not more than 3 years old for 
periods varying from 4 to 16 months. 
 
Their final grading as Aged in Wood, Crianza or 
Reserva depends on how long they remain in the 
barrel. The wines continue to age in 
the bottle until they reach optimum 
quality. 
 
 
 

Recent Awards & Accolades 
2004 Vinalies Gold (France) and 2004 Bacchus Silver (Spain). These are the 
Awards from the Spanish and French Society of Enologists (judged by vintner 
peers-the toughest critics). These are the highest awards ever given to an 
organic wine in the overall Spanish red wine category. VERTVS Tempranillo 
Crianza was listed as the only USDA NOP Organic Certified wine mentioned in the 2008 
Wines From Spain-Far from Ordinary Wine Guide. 
 

http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001inAegXO2kNteaJhrG3agCT79ssqitXJYnTaDp6llgTfG7SvCl0Bd2Fvjs9KSynFYJDl5_rG5tEdKaTBskhIeE8TttUVqiy0vQgFcCsEMk6WR_lrWmOewrJ-mbOW0i26cphzo9uGarR8BtjoHkac3tuVq7ze7m2P5
http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001inAegXO2kNteaJhrG3agCT79ssqitXJYnTaDp6llgTfG7SvCl0Bd2Fvjs9KSynFYJDl5_rG5tEdKaTBskhIeE8TttUVqiy0vQgFcCsEMk6WR_lrWmOewrJ-mbOW0i26cphzo9uGarR8BtjoHkac3tuVq7ze7m2P5
http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001inAegXO2kNtS56GXSC8rkV1bv6nmuuNOOrugqumKAM261w8gHtS4lJOFiIdW6QL6aHzDg7jAPyh0zqvYAZKTKrzTtkppnF8ELljam9NCIbVLZwEr0vjJZKF16wVVw5YSEUR-vr98TWzWKwyWT_hqMGNwRu9NCCZGlA7_MbF9fWxTBKSrzTRgdjiX6SnCzqcvhF6GfvjHqRphFEbhDOgIBg==
http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001inAegXO2kNtS56GXSC8rkV1bv6nmuuNOOrugqumKAM261w8gHtS4lJOFiIdW6QL6aHzDg7jAPyh0zqvYAZKTKrzTtkppnF8ELljam9NCIbVLZwEr0vjJZKF16wVVw5YSEUR-vr98TWzWKwyWT_hqMGNwRu9NCCZGlA7_MbF9fWxTBKSrzTRgdjiX6SnCzqcvhF6GfvjHqRphFEbhDOgIBg==


 

 
Varietals: 
            

VERTVS ORGANIC  
TEMPRANILLO CRIANZA SRP $12.99 

                                                  
88-Highly Recommended 
Silver Medal-Best Buy 

SPARTICO NSA CERTIFIED ORGANIC      

TEMPRANILLO SRP $10.99     85 Points         

      88 Points 

 VERTVS ORGANIC 
SPANISH BOBAL ROSÉ SRP $11.99 

 VERTVS RESERVA 2001 
50% TEMPRANILLO/50% CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
SRP $49.99 

 VERTVS VINTAGE TEMPRANILLO/CABERNET BLEND 
    SRP $11.99 

  VERTVS VINTAGE TEMPRANILLO 
SRP $11.99   

                                                  86 Points, Silver Medal  

 NIÑA BONITA 
RED SANGRIA SRP $11.99 

 MI NIÑA 
ORGANIC TEMPRANILLO SRP $11.99 

http://www.naturalmerchants.com/vertus-vintage-tempranillo.htm�


 

 

Casa de Mouraz, Tondela Portugal 

Founded in 2000 by Antonio Lopes Ribeiro, Casa de Mouraz, located in Mouraz, area of 
Tondela, Portugal was the first Dão producer to work organically, and later 
biodynamically. Dão is one of the most important and prestigious wine areas in 
Portugal. In this old land of steep slopes and small valleys where sinuous streams run, 
located between the mountain ranges of Estrela and Caramulo, the Cister monks built 
the monastery of S.Pedro de Mouraz (12th century), giving rise to the farming of 
vineyards and wine in this region. The holdings consist of several ancient vineyards, 
some of which are mentioned as wine producers in documents dating back to the 16th 
century. 

The most important varieties planted are Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Alfrocheiro, 
Jaen, and Água Santa for red wines and Malvasia Fina, Bical, Cerceal, and Alvarinho for 
the whites. This pioneering and innovative project of ecological farmed wine was 
created to produce authentic wines that express all the richness of their terroir and 
respect the cycles of nature. The farm, with 13 hectares, is spread through ten parcels 
with different soils, altitudes and surroundings. Old and new planted vineyards coexist 
with the pine-, oak-, chestnut- and cork-tree forests. The soils are predominantly 
made up of granite and clay, and lie at altitudes ranging from 140 to 400 meters. 
Sunny sides prevail. 
 
 

 
 
 

Carrying on a family tradition, the year 2000 marked the birth of the CASA de MOURAZ 
trademark, the first wine produced in the region of Dão, according to the rules of 
organic farming. The purpose of this pioneering and innovative project of ecological 
farm wine production is to create authentic and customized wines that express all the 
richness of its terroir and respect the cycles of nature. 

http://www.naturalmerchants.com/imag/CASAdeMOURAZ/casa-de-mouraz-all-Family-Riberio.jpg�
http://www.naturalmerchants.com/imag/CASAdeMOURAZ/casa-de-mouraz-videiraepedra.jpg�
http://www.naturalmerchants.com/imag/CASAdeMOURAZ/casa-de-mouraz-vineyard-4.jpg�


 

 

Vineyard/cellar practices 
Wines are vinified by vineyards (as a field blend, common throughout Portugal) and 
not by vine varieties, with the purpose of finding the essence of each terroir. This 
diversity is reflected upon personality, complexity and unique character of Ribeiro’s 
wines. He emphasizes the use of a gentle technology applying a pneumatic press with 
controlled cold press and a combination of stainless steel and French oak with a long 
maceration on the skins for his red wines prior maturation. Ribeiro’s wines show all the 
hallmarks of non-interventionist, natural winemaking. 

Varietals: 

 
AIR António Lopes Ribeiro Alentejo-ragonês (Tempranillo), 
Alicante-Bouchet, Trincadeira, Touriga-Nacional and 
Cabernet Sauvignon. SRP $14.99 

 85 Points 

AIR António Lopes Ribeiro Vinho Verde-Loureiro, Azal. 
    SRP $14.99 

 
 

 Casa de Mouraz Red- Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, 
Alfrocheiro, Jaen and Água Santa SRP $17.99 

 

 Casa de Mouraz White- Malvasia Fina, Bical, Cercial 
SRP $17.99 

http://www.naturalmerchants.com/imag/CASAdeMOURAZ/casa-de-mouraz-vineyard3.jpg�
http://www.naturalmerchants.com/imag/CASAdeMOURAZ/casa-de-mouraz-Family-Riberio.jpg�
http://www.naturalmerchants.com/imag/CASAdeMOURAZ/casa-de-mouraz-vineyard.jpg�
http://www.naturalmerchants.com/casa-de-mouraz-air.htm�
http://www.naturalmerchants.com/casa-de-mouraz-red.htm�
http://www.naturalmerchants.com/casa-de-mouraz-white.htm�


 

 

   
 
 
Wine making has been a Lorenz family tradition since 1725. Their family winery is located in 
the heart of Rheinhessen, the number-one and best vineyard region in Germany. Wines 
made from grapes grown in Rheinhessen owe their fruitiness and rich bouquet to the mild 
climate and extraordinary soil in this area. 

 
 
The Lorenz Vineyards are spread over 15 hectars ideally 
located in the heart of the Rheinhessen wine region. The 
vineyards are arranged to provide the ideal combination 
of economic and ecological cultivation. Ideal climate and 
land composition contribute to extraordinary grapes. 
 
 
 

 
Their wines range from dry to sweet and they are produced 
with loving care from their own vineyards in traditional 
fashion with the benefit of modern knowledge and 
techniques. They produce high quality wines including 
Riesling, Pinot blanc, Chardonnay, Rivaner, Huxelrebe, and 
Scheurebe. They also make superb red wines including 
Dornfelder, Cabernet Sauvignon, Regent and St. Laurent. 
These are the very first wines made with organic 
grapes from Germany to receive USDA organic 
certification. 
 
                                                                                              Johannes & Yvonne Lorenz 
 
Their Philosophy is "Enjoy Goodness!" For them that means making wine with passion. They 
put extraordinary love, care and time in their wines, and you can taste the difference! 
 
Organic production means that they are committed to responsible care of nature. They 
accomplish this by renouncing the use of synthetically produced insecticides, herbicides, 
fungicides and artificial fertilizers. In addition to these measures they ensure their vineyard 
maintains a natural and healthy balance by sowing a variety of wild herbs, 
legumes and by using organic humus fertilization. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr=z98gtybab&et=1103971752939&s=0&e=001kbAN8XhkCBCewVGiCHHP7nefAGIclYJCPfbw1afnPH3zB852lzXtZDxN9mLjM9xtwMuJHlZVO7yWbkKh3hvlJn-4tv6Pt0pr1wFsb_MhnBJMMjuB7GqCaFTxaGehxZpRRCTPHUuzeOc=�


 

 
 
 
Varietals: 
 
 
   

  Lorenz Symphony Riesling-85% German Organic Riesling 
                                         15% German Organic Rivaner. Rheinhessen–Qualitätswein. 
                                         SRP $16.99 
 

 88 Points  91 points 
 
 

 Lorenz Symphony Dornfelder-90% German Organic 
                                       Dornfelder 10% German Organic Cabernet. 
                                       Rheinhessen–Qualitätswein. 
                                       SRP $16.99 
 

                                                                         90 points 



 

 
 

Med Wines Produced by 
BODEGAS IRANZO 

History 
Bodegas Iranzo, with vintners from the Iranzo Perez–Duque family, produces the Oldest 
Estate Bottled Wines in Spain. The first recorded written evidence of the vineyard Cañada 
Honda Estate owned by the Iranzo Perez–Duque family dates back to 1335 as granted by 
King Pedro I of Castilla.  Bodegas Iranzo is the only vineyard in Europe located in a 
National Reserve Park. 
 

  
 
The present house of the Iranzo Pérez-Duque family in 
Requena was built in 1794, and is classified as a Cultural 
Heritage site by the Valencia Regional Government. 
 
Since 1994 Bodegas Iranzo has exclusively produced wine 
from organically grown grapes making the winery one of 
the oldest-established vineyards in Spain to apply this 
European Organic regulation. Bodegas Iranzo is one of the 
first bodegas in Spain to be certified EU organic and the 
FIRST bodega in Spain to receive USDA National Organic 
Program certification. 
 
This traditional artisan wine making craft passed on for 
family generations combined with the exclusive organic 
agriculture and wine making process results in obtaining the 
finest of Organic Spanish Red Wines. 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Environmental Protection-A Commitment to Organic 
Farming 
For the Iranzo Perez–Duque family, the practice of organic 
farming reflects a wider view of the management of natural 
resources which has led it, since the 1950s, to reforest over 
30 hectares with native woodland species. 
 
 
 

The family has also promoted the establishment of concepts such as a Flora Micro-Reserve 
and a Biological Station prohibiting hunting, which have made the Cañada Honda estate the 
largest environmentally protected area in the Valencian Community. 
 
Lastly, it has granted use of part of the estate to the University of Valencia for the 
construction of the Valencia Alsthor Station. 
 
The Vineyard 
The present vineyard was designed and laid out in 1983 with a view to achieving two 
distinct but complementary objectives: the production of wines of the finest quality; and 
total respect for the environment. The volume of wine produced takes second place to both 
these objectives. 
 
The vine cultivation system used encourages the creation of a micro-climate at the level 
of the plant’s organs, with optimum temperature, insulation and humidity constants for 
producing grapes that ripen perfectly, a fundamental factor in obtaining quality fruit with 
the minimum of human intervention. 
 
The vineyard is fertilized using sheep’s manure from extensively farmed flocks in the 
local district. No special action needs to be taken against animal parasites, as the 
vines have not suffered significant attacks thanks to their balanced development and the 
conservation of the fauna which are not harmed by their cultivation practices that prey on 
such pests. 
 
The Vintage 
Francisco Gabaldón, the company’s enologist who is also the Professor of Enology at the 
Oldest School of Enology in Spain, carefully monitors the degree of ripeness on each of the 
parcels into which the estate is divided, in order to decide the optimum moment to begin 
harvesting each one. 
The short distance between the vineyard and the winery – less than one kilometer – means 
that transport time is short and that the grapes reach the winery before fermentation 
begins. Grapes intended for carbonic maceration wines are picked by hand and placed in 20 
kg crates so that they reach the winery intact. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
The Winery & Cellars 
The buildings housing the winery and cellars were 
built between 1916 and 1929. They have been 
declared Cultural Heritage sites by the Valencian 
Government. 
 
Sensitive restoration and redevelopment of the 
buildings began in 1997, incorporating the latest 
winemaking technology without altering the original 
architectural lines. 
 
 
 

The Winemaking Process 
The addition of sulfur anhydrite is kept to a minimum to allow sufficient margin to add more 
later if necessary. In no case does the total quantity exceed the limits permitted under 
organic regulations for a wine to be labeled as certified organic wine made from organic 
grapes. 
 
The length of vatting varies depending on the type of wine, from 10 days for wines intended 
to be drunk young to 15 days for those to be aged in wood. The fermentation temperature 
is controlled so that it does not rise above 30º. Carbonic maceration wines are vatted 
directly, without breaking up the bunches. 
 
Final fermentation 
Following de-vatting, only “free-run” wine, not pressed in any way, is transferred to the 
tanks where it completes its alcoholic fermentation and undergoes malolactic fermentation. 
There is great importance to this final fermentation because of its significant influence on 
the acidity level of the resulting wine and, especially, on its stability. Finally, the wine is 
racked several times to clarify it, a process which is aided by the region’s bitterly cold 
winters. With cask-fermented wines, the final fermentation takes place in the barrel itself, 
with the wine remaining in contact with the lees for approximately two months. 
 
 
 

Ageing 
Wines destined for ageing in wood remain in 
Bordeaux barrels not more than 3 years old for 
periods varying from 4 to 16 months. 
 
Their final grading as Aged in Wood, Crianza or 
Reserva depends on how long they remain in the 
barrel. The wines continue to age in the bottle 
until they reach optimum quality. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 
Varietals: 
 

 Tarantas CAVA - Brut Natura 
Macabeu, Xarello & Parellada SRP $12.99  
 

 90 Points  
 “One of the Years Best Cavas” 

 

 Tarantas Tinto Crianza 
Tempranillo/Cabernet Sauvignon SRP $11.99 
 

 87 Points 
Highly Recommended, Silver Medal-Best Buy 
 

 Tarantas Rosado 
Bobal Variety Rosé SRP $ 98. 9  

 
 

 Tarantas Blanco 
Macabeo / Sauvignon Blanc SRP $10.99 

 Tarantas Organic Spanish Sangria 
1 Liter Bottle SRP $11.99 
 

 
 



 

 

 

 

   
          Settimo Pizzolato 

 

History 
The Pizzolato family has been working in agriculture sector for 
more than five generations now, living in harmony with 
nature and the environment. The estate covers an area of 58 
hectares and it also collaborates with five other producers 
which contribute organic grapes grown on area of 48 
hectares. 

 
 
The Vineyard 
The estate is located in the rich and flourishing countryside in the north of Treviso, and the 
vineyards are situated on the plains and hillsides, in a DOC (Denominazione di origine 
controllata) area. 

    
The Pizzolato family produces Prosecco, Pinot Grigio, Chardonnay, Merlot, Cabernet, Pinot 
Nero and Raboso DOC grape varieties specializing in organic grape cultivation and in wine 
production. 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 
In the winemaking and bottling process Pizzolato proudly uses the 
most up-to-date technology. 
 
All wines of La Cantina Pizzolato come from organically grown grapes 
to meet the expectations of today's health-oriented consumer.   

 
 
Organic farming was started in 1985 according to European and now USDA 
NOP certification and control standards. The owner, Settimo Pizzolato, 
carefully oversees the entire process carried out by his family and staff to 
obtain the best possible results.
 
 
Varietals: 
Certified Organic No Sulfites Added 
Merlot SRP $10.99      

   89 
 
Certified Organic No Sulfites Added 
Cabernet SRP $10.99 

   89 
 
 
Certified Organic No Sulfites Added 
Rosso Convento Blend SRP $10.99 

   85 
 
Pinot Grigio Piave DOC SRP $12.99 

   85 

Merlot Piave DOC SRP $11.99 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Cabernet Piave DOC SRP $11.99 

 
 
Prosecco Veneto DOC SRP $10.99 

88 Points 

  

Spumante Stefany SRP $15.99 

 88 Points 
 

 
 
Spumante Frederik SRP $15.99 

 
Prosecco Rosato SRP $11.99 
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